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By understanding power animals, we can know ourselves and 
those around us better. Many people cannot comprehend why 
they think or act in a certain way. It is easier to understand 
ourselves by studying what our power animal’s intrinsic nature 
is. Finally, by appreciating power animals we can better 
understand the nature and characteristics of the source of it all 
– our Creator and Parent, God. The secrets of the power 
animals that has been lost and forgotten are finally being re-
discovered so we can awaken to this new realm of spirituality. 
Today all the mystical traditions are opening their doors in 
order to accelerate the transformation of the world. Learning 
new spiritual concepts challenges our previous beliefs, but 
when we can learn these new insights, we can become better 
people and the world will become a better place. 
 
Tony Scazzero writes about topics where facts seem stranger 
than fiction. In “Power Animals and Their Symbolism,” he 
shows how people can learn about themselves and God 
through their animal nature. With new spiritual revelations 
being disclosed all the time, it’s no wonder that even spirit 
animals are getting into the act. In the last few years a number 
of books and websites have come out about totem/spirit/power 

animals. With an innate character explanation of 220 animals, including insects, birds, fish, and 
mammals, anyone can come away with a deeper respect for the superior and sacred nature of the animal 
kingdom. Especially when their nature coincides with your own and your loved ones. 
 
According to Tony, power animals are specific and personal for each individual. You don’t actually 
choose your power animal – you choose each other. The alliance you form with your power animal isn’t 
random because the personality characteristics possessed by your animal match up well with your own 
nature. In other words, you are similar to your power animal. Power animals are our friends, guides, and 
guardians. They help us to see and feel things we never thought possible. Native peoples knew that we 
learn about life through our animal nature. In the Native American traditions, the animal spirits in each 
of us help us understand our instinctual nature. When we dream of an animal, we are being asked to 
incorporate that instinct. The spirit animals are our teachers but we have forgotten to ask them to teach 
us about life. Power animals are spirit guides in animal form. They are valuable allies who can help 
us navigate through life’s challenges and transitions. Power animals can appear in meditations, visions, 
or dreams. 
 
Tony says that the secrets of power animals are finally being re-discovered allowing a new spiritual 
awakening to this realm. Most people do not know or understand that there is a realm in the spirit world 
dedicated to spirit animals that were created for God’s children. Just as human parents enjoy seeing their 
children play with their pets, our Heavenly Parent enjoys seeing His/Her children talk, fly, run, and swim 
with their eternal pets – the power animals. All animals are inspiring and beautiful since they reflect 
the heart and personality of Mother and Father God. 
 
According to Tony, with owls bigger than trees, insects bigger than houses, and birds larger than planes, 
their very existence challenges our imagination. It’s hard to believe there is a spiritual realm where 
people can ride on tigers, swim with the whales, or fly on huge butterflies. After experiencing this new 
spiritual reality, life is transformed. At anytime, we can call on the spirit of any power animal to support 
us. We can take possession of and incarnate their powers and abilities. When we come to sky-
high mountains, we can become like the eagle and fly over them; when we are faced with hostile enemies, 
we can become like the lion and chase them away; when we come upona river, we can become like a 
giant turtle and move across it; when we want to swim far and wide, we can become like the dolphin. 
Each of the animals has a particular power that we can connect with. 
 
Having your own spirit animal as a trustworthy ally is inspiring, comforting and uplifting. Several 
mediums, mystics, and spiritualists have had experiences of riding on their power animal. Father Moon 
spoke frequently about riding on the butterflies and the tigers in the spirit world. 
 
During Mother Moon’s recent European Tour, (5/10/15 in Vienna), she spoke about the qualities of the 
crane, which is the national bird of Cheon Il Guk. She said, “Everyone should look to the crane’s life as a 
role model. The crane is the longest living creature in the Orient and receives the most love. Chinese 



people often talk about dragons but a dragon is an imaginary creature. As you know, the crane is without 
greed. Sparrows will keep eating even though they are full. Perhaps that is why they are not very big. Yet 
the crane will always only eat 70 percent of what it can eat, which is why it can fly so high and live so 
long. You need to become like the crane. Greed is bad in all forms. That is why we emphasize living for 
the benefit of others. 
 
True Mother also referenced the monarch butterfly which flies a distance of 3000 miles each fall from 
Canada to Mexico (and vice-versa in the spring) without losing their way.Truly there is much to be 
learned from the animal and insect kingdom. As we become more spiritually attuned, we will be able to 
tap into this amazing mystery. ioTony had a dream where he was riding on his huge 600 lb. bee power 
animal. Tony believes that by using a muscle/pendulum test, anyone can find out their primary 
power animal. Most people have more than one. If you can’t find yours, you can contact him. 
 
Power Animals is also available as an eBook in Amazon’s Kindle bookstore and lulu.com.  
http://www.lulu.com/shop/tony-scazzero/power-animals-and-their-symbolism/ebook/product-
22168785.html 
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